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ABSTRACT
Conventional terrain-aided navigation (TAN) technique uses an altimeter to locate the position
of an aerial vehicle. However, a major problem with a radar altimeter is that its beam (or pulse)
footprint on the ground could be large, and therefore the nadir altitude cannot be estimated
accurately. To overcome this difficulty, one may use the nadir-looking synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) technique to reduce the along-track beam width, while the cross-track ambiguity is
resolved with the interferometry technique. However, the cross-track resolution is still far from
satisfactory, because of the limited aperture size of antennas. Therefore, the usual three-antenna
array cannot resolve multiple terrain points in a same range bin, effectively. In this paper, we
propose a technique that can increase the cross-track resolution using a large number of
antennas, but in a switched fashion, not raising hardware cost.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Terrain aided navigation (TAN) technique uses an altimeter to find the position and attitude of an
aerial vehicle. However, a major problem with a radar altimeter is that its beam (or pulse)
footprint on the ground could be large. For example, in Fig. 1, if the beam width is large, the
leading edge of the received echo signal would not be from the nadir point N .
To overcome this difficulty, one may use the nadir-looking synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
technique to reduce the along-track beam width [1], [2], while the cross-track ambiguity is
resolved with the interferometry technique [3], [4], [8]. However, the cross-track resolution is
still far from satisfactory, because of the limitation in the number of antennas. Therefore, the
usual three-antenna array [7] cannot resolve multiple terrain points in a same range bin,
effectively. We may remark that the side-looking SAR [6], which gives high resolution, both
along and cross tracks, is usually not acceptable for a low-altitude TAN application. In this paper,
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we propose a technique that can increase the cross-track resolution using a large number of
antennas, but in a switched fashion, not raising hardware cost.

Figure 1: Multipoint-terrain-aided navigation

Figure 2 shows the flight geometry. We assume that there is a separate single transmit antenna,
and N receive antennas. Also assume that there are L range bins and M coherent pulses. Then,
we can find the range r , along-track angle θ a and the cross-track angle θ c to a given terrain
point, respectively by measuring the echo return time, Doppler and angle of arrival (AOA).

Figure 2: Flight geometry

Fig. 3 shows a 3D data cube, which represents a point target response after the range deramping
operation.

Figure 3: Deramped raw-data for a point target
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The point target position in the 3D can be found by a 3D fast Fourier transform (DFT) of the data
cube. The 3D data cube for actual terrain which has an infinite number of point targets will be the
superposition of individual point target response, and the reconstruction of the terrain profile in
Fig. 1 can be carried out by a 3D FFT of the data cube. From the reconstructed terrain profile, we
can estimate the position and attitude of the aerial vehicle.

2. THE SWITCHED ARRAY ALTIMETER
To obtain an accurate terrain profile, the number of antennas N must be large, resulting in a
large number of RF chains. However, it turns out that a reasonably accurate terrain profile can be
found by selecting a small number of K = N antennas, randomly at each pulse. Fig. 4 shows the
raw data when only 12% (Fig 4b) and 6% (Fig 4b) of antennas are selected.

Figure 4. Raw data when (4a)

K = N = 32 , (4b) K = 3, N = 32 , (4c) K = 2, N = 32

To find the cross-track angle and range to the target, we need to compute the 2D FFTs of the raw
data in Fig 4. The results are shown in Fig. 5. Note that the raw data obtained with switching
produce reasonably accurate angle and range estimates.
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Figure 5. Recovered point target from the raw data obtained by switching. The three plots correspond to the
three raw data in Figure 4.

3. TRACKING ALGORITHM
We use the usual 15-state Kalman filter [5], [9] to find the attitude and position of the vehicle. In
particular, the time-update is carried out using the inertial measurement unit (IMU) data, and the
measurement-update is done by comparing the reconstructed terrain profile with the on-board
DEM (See Fig. 6). The estimated terrain profile will be particularly accurate at the mountain
ridges, which are marked with white curves in Fig 1. Referring to the on-board DEM, we select
multiple points (A, B, C in Fig 1) on the ridges, and determine the angles θ a s and θ c s. Then we
determine the ranges r s to these points. These measurements are then compared with the
predicted measurements r̂ to get innovation e .

Figure 6. Block diagram of the INS
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Fig 7 shows the detailed computational steps of the proposed inertial navigation system (INS).
Our preliminary simulation results show that the convergence of the state estimate is quite faster
with the proposed multi-point TAN than with the usual single point TAN.

Figure 7. The proposed INS

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a switched antenna interferometric SAR TAN algorithm that can overcome
the drawback of conventional interferometric SAR TAN. The proposed technique uses a small
number of RF channels which are switched to a large number of antennas. Therefore, our
proposed technique will give a high cross - track resolution comparable to the along-track SARbased resolution, not raising hardware cost much.
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